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In a world that is rapidly embracing Industry 4.0, keeping up with emerging digital technologies has 
become a business staple. With the Middle East evolving as a leading region for economic 
diversification and transformation, joining this programme will help participants understand the new 
digital ecosystem and strategies to create winning value propositions. The Executive Programme in 

Digital Transformation of Business – Middle East from IIM Lucknow provides a comprehensive 
curriculum with a global focus on new-age business models, marketing and finance in a digital world, 
innovation and change management, as well as business analytics and communication. Delivered 
through engaging live online sessions and three-day face-to-face classes in Dubai, the high-impact 
three-step learning journey will enable proficiency in forward-looking concepts and strategies in 
digital transformation for competitive advantage and business growth.  

STARTS ON
February 27, 2021

DURATION
10 Months 

DELIVERY
Live Online & Face-to-face 
Classes, Dubai 

Overview

Understand
digital transformation

STEP-1 STEP-3STEP-2

Learn tech-driven
strategies for gaining

competitive advantage

Gain leadership skills
to drive organisational

transformation

Three-step Learning Journey 



WHO IS THIS PROGRAMME FOR?

The programme's holistic curriculum challenges conventional models of thinking to help participants 
develop a digitally-informed mindset and strategic leadership skills needed to manage a future-ready 
business. 

This programme is suitable for:

WHO IS THIS PROGRAMME FOR?

Mid to senior-level executives working in digital 
transformation projects in their organisations or 
aspire to lead such initiatives

CXOs, business leaders or functional heads involved in 
strategic planning and driving digital transformation 
strategies

Consultants working with clients to help them 
transition, transform and scale their businesses 

Entrepreneurs interested in leveraging transformative 
technologies and solutions to stay ahead of the 
competition



Receive a completion certificate 
and an Executive Alumni Status 

from one of India's top 
B-Schools (NIRF, 2020)

Experience three-day 
face-to-face classes in Dubai 

with IIM Lucknow faculty

Gain proficiency in digital 
transformation to reinvent the 

business and playbooks for 
future success

Explore real-world business 
applications, industry case 

studies and a capstone project 
to stay industry-ready

Receive a global outlook 
through interactions with 

leading IIM Lucknow faculty 
and international industry 

experts 

Build your professional 
network and enrich your 

understanding with 
peer-to-peer learning 

PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS

Longevi� in this business is about 
being able to reinvent yourself or 
invent the future.

Satya Nadella,
CEO, Microsoft



PROGRAMME DIRECTORS

Organisations in the
Middle East are expected

to spend $30 billion
(AED110.1 bn) on digital
transformation in 2020.

Source: The National, 2020

Prof. Ashish Pandey has significant experience in managing public and private 
companies in the residential real estate, asset management, and financial 
services sector. Most recently, he served as a Chief Executive Officer of an 
NYSE-listed REIT with a market capitalization of over USD one billion. Prof. 
Pandey's research interests include financial intermediation and financial 
institutions, capital market research in accounting and information linked 
incentives. He was listed by Forbes in 'America's Most Powerful CEOunder 40' list 
in the year 2014.

Prof. Ashish Pandey
Programme Director & Assistant Professor,
Finance and Accounting

Prof. Prakash Attili has over 17 years of experience in IT service delivery and 
corporate training, which includes a decade of management experience in driving 
global, large-scale IT projects. He holds a PhD from IIT Madras and has published 
his research work in various refereed journals and conferences such as CAIS, 
AMCIS and ICIS, among others. His current research interests are information 
privacy, IT program management and cybersecurity. He won the prestigious 
award of excellence as 'Most Valuable Contributor' at Infosys in 2016 and 2018.

Prof. V.S. Prakash Attili
Programme Director & Assistant Professor,

Information Technology and Systems

$30 BILLION



PROGRAMME DIRECTORS’ MESSAGE

Digital information technologies are bringing rapid growth to businesses in the Middle East. 
Enterprises want to utilise IT, analytics, innovation management and business strategy to transform 
the 'business-as-usual' practices. Business leaders and mid to senior-level executives who understand 
that digital transformation is not just about IT but also about reimagining an entire business strategy 
are in high demand.

IIM Lucknow's Executive Programme in Digital Transformation of Business - Middle East is an excellent 
choice for leaders and managers who want to lead their organisation in Industry 4.0. The programme 
provides competency to  blend technological disruptions with strategic business thinking.

Our renowned faculty at IIM Lucknow will share insights, and best practices from technology, new 
business models, marketing, finance, to change management and innovation, to enable participants 
to become industry-ready.

We look forward to your participation in this programme.

Prof. Ashish Pandey
Programme Director & Assistant Professor,
Finance and Accounting

Prof. V.S. Prakash Attili
Programme Director & Assistant Professor,

Information Technology and Systems

Robotic process automation
(RPA) and ITIM tools will

achieve early mainstream
adoption by 2021, by 

penetrating 20% to 50% of
the businesses in the GCC.

Source: Gartner, 2019



PROGRAMME MODULES

MODULE 1:

Fundamental economic drivers of business 
paradigms

New age technologies driving the 
disruption

How to anticipate and adapt to disruption

Basics of enterprise architecture

Cloud concepts and architecture

Big Data concepts and techniques

IOT and Industry 4.0

UNDERSTANDING THE BIG

PICTURE OF DIGITAL

TRANSFORMATION AND 

DISRUPTION

OVERVIEW OF TECHNOLOGIES THAT 

ARE DRIVING TRANSFORMATION

MODULE 2:

BUSINESS MODELS OF THE FUTURE 

MODULE 3:

Introduction to strategy

Strategic choices and value creation

Disruptive ecosystems

Creating a winning ecosystem

MODULE 4:

MARKETING IN A DIGITAL WORLD

FINTECH

MODULE 6:

Need for digital marketing

Brand management in a digital world

Conventional to agile marketing

Marketing tools, automation and AI

MODULE 5:

FINANCE IN A DIGITAL WORLD

Introduction to business valuation

Valuing early stage businesses

Financing a business in the digital age

Payment systems in the new world

Fintech in investments and asset 

management

Peer lending and crowd funding



Note: Participants will receive study material in an e-book format.

MODULE 8:

‘DIGITAL-READY’ – ORGANISATIONAL

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS ANALYTICS

MODULE 9:

ROLE OF COMMUNICATION

MODULE 10:

PROGRAMME MODULES

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT

MODULE 7:

Design Thinking ‐ Solving problems 
creatively
Concepts and frameworks for innovation 
management

Value creation through innovation / new 
business models

Agile development practices

New learning modalities for talent 
transformation
Value based leadership
Staying nimble and adaptive

Business Intelligence tool kits

Data mining

Leading with advanced analytics

Persuasive communication

Social media and communication

Crisis management in a digital world

CAPSTONE PROJECT

MODULE 11:

The hands-on capstone project will 
either propose a solution to the 
challenge faced by your business or an 
idea for a product/service transformation

The project must be a relevant and 
challenging transformation initiative in 
the current organisation

The final presentation will demonstrate  
new thinking and innovative solutions to 
implement transformation initiatives



REAL-WORLD CASE STUDIES

Adapting to the sharing economy, MIT Sloan Management Review

Instead of buying and owning products, consumers are increasingly interested in leasing and 
sharing them. Companies can benefit from the trend toward 'collaborative consumption' through 
creative new approaches to defining and distributing their offerings.

Evaluating Venture Capital Term Sheets, Stanford Graduate School of Business

The case presents a situation when an entrepreneur is approached by different venture capital firms 
offering investment in the new venture. This case also familiarises participants with varying nuances 
of venture capital financing that are typically detailed in a term sheet.

Lending Loop: FinTech Disruption in Canadian Banking, IVEY Publishing

Lending Loop is a peer-to-peer lending start-up based in Toronto, Ontario that launched its 
operations in 2015. Three months after launch, the founders wanted to scale up their business. This 
case exposes participants to the challenges in operating a disruptive business in a mature industry 
with significant regulatory scrutiny.

Digital transformation at Novartis to improve customer engagement, IMD Business School 

This case captures the journey of Novartis digital transformation. Novartis took a strategic initiative 
that aimed to fundamentally transform the Novartis selling model. Central to this initiative was a 
state-of-the-art tool equipped with a new customer engagement platform integrated into CRM.

Fintech and Finance Transformation: The Rise of Ant Financial, Asia Business Case, Nanyang 
Business School

This case captures the journey of Ant Financial Services (erstwhile Alipay), the largest technology 
finance company as of date. Ant Financial leverages technology to provide credit to the underserved 
sectors. This case allows participants to appreciate a range of technology finance innovations and 
related implementation challenges.



Develop sustainable 
business models 
through frugal 
innovation, co‐creation 
and crowdsourcing

Gain insights into the new 
digital ecosystem and the 
strategies to create a 
winning value proposition

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Explore the technological 
disruptions driving change 
across industries

Leverage the potential of big data and 
analytics in enabling the digital 
transformation process

Gain an understanding of 
new business practices with a 
focus on innovation, 
design-thinking principles 
and entrepreneurship

Build your ability to 
navigate the wave of 
disruption and make 
your organisation 
'digital- ready'

Gain proficiency in 
transformational 
organisational 
leadership and 
communication

Learn about fintech 
technologies, robotics, 
automation, IoT, blockchain, 
machine learning and 
artificial intelligence for 
business applications



On successful completion of the programme, with a minimum 75% attendance and satisfactory academic 
performance, participants will be awarded a certificate of completion and will be eligible for the IIM 
Lucknow Executive Alumni Status.

Note: All certificate images are for illustrative purposes only and may be subject to change at the discretion of IIM Lucknow.

CERTIFICATE



Upon successful completion of this programme, participants will receive the following benefits from
IIM Lucknow:

IIM LUCKNOW EXECUTIVE
ALUMNI BENEFITS

MDP alumni status of IIM Lucknow

Access to the IIM Lucknow Campus Library (onsite access)

10% discount in fee for any additional programme (Open programme, Online) at IIM Lucknow
(Lucknow and Noida campus)

10% group discount on the fee for reference of participants (minimum group of five)



Programme Schedule

Duration

Academic
Orientation

PROGRAMME APPLICATION LINK 
Click here to apply to the programme.

Live Online
Sessions

10 Months

Mar 13, 2021

3 hours / week
Saturday 5:15 PM to 8:15 PM 
Gulf Standard Time (GST)

Attendance - Attending  the
  immersion module is
  mandatory

- Minimum 75% attendance

Payment Schedule

ELIGIBILITY
Graduate with minimum 7 years of
work experience
Screening and selection will be done by IIM
Lucknow

Programme Fee AED 24,000

Instalment Schedule

Special Fee

Payment in 8 instalments

Within 7 days of selection 

Monthly payments for 7 months

Full payment

AED 24,000 

AED 2,400

AED 21,836

AED 7,200

For more information please email at iiml@eruditus.com

Note: Admissions are on a first-come, first-serve basis. There might not be subsequent rounds if seats are filled in the initial rounds.

Programme fee Includes round trip air fare & single accommodation in Dubai.
The fee does not include visa charges. Visa will have to be arranged by the participant. 

EVALUATION
Examination / Evaluation shall be conducted 
by the Institute
An examination will be held for every module. 
Participants will be given any one of the 
following grades: “Excellent”, “Good”, “Fair” 
and “Poor”

PROGRAMME DETAILS

Remarks

Round-wise Application Dates

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Oct 16, 2020 Nov 20, 2020 Dec 15, 2020

Round 4

Feb 20, 2021

Note: The above fee components are inclusive of UAE VAT (currently @ 5%) and payments will be collected via bank transfer. 

https://bit.ly/3blncDd


PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE DOCUMENTS

For Previous Organisation/s: Relieving letters

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

For Current Organisation: Current Salary Slip or Bonafied Certificate from the HR Department on 
company letterhead

GRADUATION AND POST-GRADUATION EDUCATION

Marksheet – Individual or consolidated (all semesters)

Passing Certificate – If Any

Diploma/Degree/Doctorate Certificate

ID PROOF

Any Government issued ID proof



The Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Lucknow, is one of the premier national level institutes of 
management in India, involved in generating and imparting knowledge in the field of management. 
IIM Lucknow stands tall on the foundation of an excellent, committed and profoundly knowledgeable 
faculty, innovative and unique pedagogical tools and an eclectic and diverse student community that 
has a burning desire to make new paths of its own.

The Association of MBAs (AMBA) has accorded accreditation to the Institute's PGPM, IPMX, and WMP 
programmes. IIM Lucknow is amongst the five B-Schools in India to achieve the coveted dual 
accreditations by the Association to Advance Collegiate School of Business (AACSB) as well as the 
Association of MBAs (AMBA). World over, only about 5% of the institutes have acquired AACSB’s 
accreditation.

ABOUT IIM LUCKNOW

Eruditus Executive Education offers customised and open programmes in India, Singapore, Dubai and 
other global locations in collaboration with MIT Sloan, Columbia Business School, INSEAD, Harvard 
Business School (HBS), Kellogg Executive Education, Berkeley Executive Education, Wharton 
Executive Education, IIM Lucknow Executive Education, IIM Calcutta Executive Education and 
Emeritus. Our world-class executive education programmes, supported by eminent programme 
experts, provide an immersive learning experience integrated with actionable insights and practical 
business applications. The meticulously curated programmes are delivered in a different range of 
formats; in-class, online, as well as blended programmes. Our extensive portfolio also includes short 2-4 
day in-class workshops, online courses of 2-3 months duration as well as comprehensive learning 
journeys that run over 6-9 months, customised to an organisation’s requirement.

ABOUT ERUDITUS

4TH
RANK Best Business Schools in India 

(NIRF, 2020)



For registration and any other information,

please get in touch with us at iiml@eruditus.com

Apply for the programme here

In collaboration with

APPLY NOW

https://bit.ly/3blncDd



